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newsflash....paperback now available

The Legend of Dagad Trikon

- a novel

Imagine.... discovering the key to the next level in the
cosmic game of creation...
Imagine.... uncovering the roots of humankind, and the
truth of ancient myths that cut across race and culture...
Imagine.... that the roots are alive, and within every human
being ...
Imagine.... true freedom...
Imagine.... that the time for e pluribus unum (out of many,
one) is now ...

The Legend of Dagad Trikon is a mythical tale, a pageturning story of good-versus-evil, of the search for ten caskets containing prophecies hidden by the Avasthas, an enlightened race who vanished ten thousand years ago. This
compelling narrative moves across continents, from Dagad
Trikon, an ancient site deep within the Sahara desert, to the
elephant rock in Delphi, to Washington D.C, and New York,
to Mount Kailash in Nepal, and the Vatnajoekull glacier in
Iceland, under which the first casket is unearthed - just as
the volcano underneath has begun to erupt.
To order a copy: - www.dagadtrikon.com or
www.amazon.com
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"As the editor of the Legend of Dagad Trikon and of many other fantasy titles, this fascinating novel was unique for me in
the sheer depth and scope of the stage on which it plays out. The breath-taking sweep of the author's knowledge of world
cultures is evident on every page as the reader is transported from Delhi to Delphi, from Cairo to Oslo, from Moscow to
Washington DC - all in pursuit of a secret that has the potential to change the course of human history. More importantly,
the possibility of real human happiness is visualized convincingly and the very fate of our planet is at stake. We find ourselves caring deeply for the characters and it is the heady page-turning momentum of this fully realized fantasy that propels the reader onward. To read this novel is to embark on a journey, an adventure - a quest that is at least as richly rewarding as the search for the secrets of Dagad Trikon itself."
Radhika Rao Gupta, Danville, California
Reader’s comments
"This is one of those rare books, like the master work of C.S. Lewis, which draws you in completely and compels you to
participate with the protagonists on their amazing journey. Having heard such great things about the book from friends, I
had very high expectations and I wasn’t disappointed. It was so enjoyable to be swept into such a captivating 'reality'.
Please let there be a sequel."
Margaret Merga, Tasmania, Australia

"The Legend of Dagad Trikon is a fascinating story that touched me deeply, indeed, at times I had a sense of being in
meditation in the middle of reading a chapter. At other times, I was profoundly moved, for I could feel inside what the
characters in the history were going through. Grégoire de Kalbermatten has a unique and rare talent, the ability to put into
words, feelings and aspects of life of extreme depth."
Horacio Albertoli, Switzerland
"Reading The Legend of Dagad Trikon is rather like reading a sequel to The Lord of The Rings. The characters come
across as long-lost relatives. It is a brilliant work and I particularly enjoyed the brother-sister relationship - it is so sweet,
how they care, how they help and support each other. It is a book for those interested in legends and myths such as the
Holy Grail or the Knights of the Round Table, those who are looking for a way of going 'higher' and 'deeper' within themselves, in pursuit of self-knowledge, and for those who secretly hope, or wish, that the enlightenment of the soul is possible for everyone now, in 2006, and that you don't have to leave your family, your job, or go to the deserts or to the Himalayas, or to take drugs in order to reach this higher consciousness.
It is also for those of a Christian background and who wonder as to the real nature of the Holy Ghost. I have never read
anything quite like it."
Geneviéve Brisou, France
"The Legend of Dagad Trikon is a magic door through which we actually seem to pass, into a place beyond our perceptions of the material world, and of time and space, and into the one reality we recognize, which resonates at our deepest
core. It allows us a glimpse of the greatest discovery we can imagine, as mysterious as it is awesome."
James Kosakow, New York City

AUTHOR INFORMATION: Grégoire de Kalbermatten was born in Lausanne, Switzerland. He studied law in Geneva and
completed postgraduate studies in international relations and political science at John Hopkins University in Bologna, Italy and Baltimore. He then joined the Foreign Service of his country and pursued a career in international organizations, He has been active in
the fields of economic development and environment protection. He has led missions to over seventy countries and maintains a keen
interest in world cultures and global affairs. His research in political philosophy and spirituality is ongoing.
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